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                The World's Most Powerful LED

                Designed for unbelievable yields in high bay, single level environments. Early generation LEDs failed the cannabis industry due to low output + poor canopy penetration. The A3i is the most powerful, efficient and overall best grow light in the world. Swiveling light bars achieve maximum canopy penetration via cross illumination to neighboring grow plots.
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                It's about striking a balance

                Cultivating dense canopies in a commercial-scale, vertical environment presents an interesting lighting challenge. HID lamps have the power, but their excessive heat rules them out for close-to-canopy growing. Early-generation LED fixtures alleviate the heat issue, but fall short on photon delivery. Right in the sweet spot is where we designed the F1V luminaire.
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                The O6i packs more ohotons into each footprint than any other greenhouse light on the market, and is paired with a spectral distribution ideal for complimenting natural sunlight.
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                Our A3i is the most powerful and efficient commercial LED grow light the world has ever seen..now re-imagined for the home grow as The Aries.
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                Slip Profile. Seamless Integration

                We designed the Pleiades with a slim profile for a seamless installation along the existing truss infrastructure in your greenhouse. This seamless integration casts no additional shadows, making it the perfect supplemental light source for your greenhouse.
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                Based on our most popular and powerful model

                The Scorpio is designed for staggering yields in close-to-canopy, single, or multi-level environments. This model is built with the same secrets behind the most powerful and efficient grow light in the world,
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                The first of it's design

                The Pisces is a Fohse grow light stripped down to its bare necessities. Fohse has married affordability with the benefits of a balanced spectrum designed for a trusted. long-lasting LED fixture.
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                SMALL IN SIZE. IMMENSE IN POWER.

                The Fohse 121 850W LED Grow Light was note only designed to directly replace HOS grow lights, but also to improve upon its power.
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                Slim Profile. Big Power

                The FOHSE Cobra is the premier smart LED Grow Light for Greenhouses. We designed the Cobra with a slim profile for seamless installation along the existing truss infrastructure in your greenhouse. This seamless integration casts no additional shadows, making it to the perfect supplemental light source for your greenhouse, without sacrificing power and intensity.
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                Designed for unbelievable yields in high bay, single level environments. Early generation LEDs failed the cannabis industry due to low output + poor canopy penetration. The A3i is the most powerful, efficient and overall best grow light in the world. Swiveling light bars achieve maximum canopy penetration via cross illumination to neighboring grow plots.
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                It's about striking a balance

                Cultivating dense canopies in a commercial-scale, vertical environment presents an interesting lighting challenge. HID lamps have the power, but their excessive heat rules them out for close-to-canopy growing. Early-generation LED fixtures alleviate the heat issue, but fall short on photon delivery. Right in the sweet spot is where we designed the F1V luminaire.
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                Greenhouse Illumination Reimagined

                The O6i packs more ohotons into each footprint than any other greenhouse light on the market, and is paired with a spectral distribution ideal for complimenting natural sunlight.
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                You Asked, Fohse Delivered

                Our A3i is the most powerful and efficient commercial LED grow light the world has ever seen..now re-imagined for the home grow as The Aries.
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                Slip Profile. Seamless Integration

                We designed the Pleiades with a slim profile for a seamless installation along the existing truss infrastructure in your greenhouse. This seamless integration casts no additional shadows, making it the perfect supplemental light source for your greenhouse.
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                The first of it's design

                The Pisces is a Fohse grow light stripped down to its bare necessities. Fohse has married affordability with the benefits of a balanced spectrum designed for a trusted. long-lasting LED fixture.
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                SMALL IN SIZE. IMMENSE IN POWER.

                The Fohse 121 850W LED Grow Light was note only designed to directly replace HOS grow lights, but also to improve upon its power.
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                The FOHSE Cobra is the premier smart LED Grow Light for Greenhouses. We designed the Cobra with a slim profile for seamless installation along the existing truss infrastructure in your greenhouse. This seamless integration casts no additional shadows, making it to the perfect supplemental light source for your greenhouse, without sacrificing power and intensity.
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            BE ADVISED!

            
              The Fohse Central Control unit is required to operate your Aries
              grow light. One controller can operate up to 100 fixtures. Have
              you added your controller to the cart yet?
            


            YES. I'VE ADDED MY CONTROLLER
            no, i need a control unit
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          The Aries by Fohse

          640W Home Garden LED Grow Light

          Our A3i model is the most powerful and efficient commercial LED grow light the world has ever seen...

            Now re-imagined for the home grow as The Aries
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              Spec Sheet
            
          
        

      


      
        
          
            
          
          
            
              
            
          
        
      
    

  

  
  
    
    

    

      
        The labcoats are triple checking their work. Check back later for this data.

      


      
        
          
        
        
        
          You Asked, Fohse Delivered.

          
            The demand among the home grow community for Fohse fixtures has been tremendous. We’re pleased to offer a powerful and efficient solution to all those who grow on their own. 
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            supplement CO2
            supplement CO2
          

        

        

        
        
          

            

              

                
                  
                    PPF:
                    1,755 μmol/s
                    (Options up to)
                  

                

                
                  
                    PPE:
                    2.63 - 2.80 μmol/J
                    (Options up to)
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                PPE & Grow Light Efficiency
              

            

          

          
            
              You’ll notice we post the efficacy performance of the Aries as a range. These figures represent the top and bottom ends of how well your Aries unit will convert electricity to usable photons. LEDs tend to operate more efficiently when operating below maximum output. The lowest PPE figure is representative of running the Aries at full power in the ‘Spring’ spectrum, while the highest figure is representative of running the Aries at 50% output in the ‘Autumn’ spectrum.
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          This is Unprecedented Canopy Penetration

          
            Early generation LED lamps failed the cannabis industry due to low output + poor canopy penetration. The secret of the Aries' success starts with abundant PAR focused onto your canopy by polycarbonate focal lenses. Next, the Aries LED grow light delpoys an advantage you won't find anywhere else—swiveling light bars to achieve maximum canopy penetration by cross illumination to neighboring grow plots.	
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            How much light is too much?
            How much light is too much?
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                  Swiveling heatsinks for custom footprints
                

              

            

          

        

        

      

    

  

  
  
    
    
      
    
    
      

        
        
          Never Buy Another Bulb Again

          
            Let’s be honest - bulb-style grow lights are a hazard. Burns, waste, breakage ... why subject your passion for growing to these hazards when a better option like the Aries is available? 
            


            Buy right, buy once.
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            When to replace your Aries?
            When to replace your Aries?
          

        

        

        
        
          
            
              
                L90:
                40,000 hours
                (Based on diode manufacturer specs)
              

            

            
              
                L70:
                110,000 hours
                (Based on diode manufacturer specs)
              

            

            
              
                
                  
                
              
              
                Bulbs Die Suddenly.
LEDs slowly fade.
              

            

          

          
            
              Our L90 and L70 figures come straight from the data sheets and stress-testing provided by our diode manufacturers. To put the L90 of the Aries into perspective, after 50,000 hours of use the fixture’s output will have diminished to 1,613 μmol/s, which is still better than the output of every other LED grow light in the same class as the Aries. And just how long is 50,000 hours? If you run 12/12 cycles every day that’s 4,166 days ... 595 weeks ... 136 months ... 11.4 years of runtime and your system will still outperform every other comparable LED grow light out there. (and of course all those bulb changes you’ve eliminated)

                      
                                
                    GET YOUR ARIES LIGHT PLAN
                  
              
            

          

        

        

      

    

  

  
  
    
    
      
    
    
      

        
        
          Make A Friend Out of Heat

          
            Unlike obsolete plasma burning grow lights the Aries has no ‘Infrared Spike’ in its spectrum, meaning drastically less heat radiating down on and damaging your canopy.  
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            HID's Dirty Secret
The IR Spike
            HID's Dirty Secret
The IR Spike
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                      Passively cooled
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                      Thermally-conductive aircraft grade aluminum
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                    (Heat-dissipating surface area)
                  

                


              


              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
              
              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
              


            

            
              
                
                  
                
              
              
                Is Heat Harming Your Crop?
              

            

          

          
            
              There’s no way around it: the ‘infrared spike’ with HID grow lights is damaging to your crop. While harm reduction methods do exists, you can eliminate it entirely by switching to the Aries by Fohse.
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                      Less AC
                    
                    Without the IR spike cooking your upper canopy, you’ll need far less cooling to compensate in order to keep your LSTs in an optimal range.
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                      Even Warmth
                    
                    A reduction in radiate heat and chilled air compensation makes for a much more even LST temperature throughout your upper to lower canopy.
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                      More Bud Growth
                    
                    An even canopy LST temperature promotes more RuBisCO reactions down your canopy, leading to more instra-canopy bud development.
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                      More Cannabinoids
                    
                    Cannabinoids are heat-sensitive. No more destructive IR spike means more cannabinoids make it to harvest.
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                      More Terpenes
                    
                    Terpenes are also heat-sensitive compounds and degrade at higher temperatures. Enjoy some of your best terp profiles ever with the Aries!
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                      Higher Harvest Quality
                    
                    More cannabinoids and better terpene profiles means you'll enjoy some of your best harvests yet with the Aries.

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                      
                    
                  
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                      
                    
                  
                  
                
              

            

          

        

        

      

    

  

  
  
    
    
      
    
    
      

        
        
          Dustproof. Watertight.

          
            Your grow environment isn’t the friendliest place for sensitive electronics. That’s why the Aries can withstand the intense conditions of your grow. It’s impervious to hitchikers (dust, mites, aphids, spores). It can even withstand full submersion in 1 meter of water.
          

        

        

        
        
          
            
              
                Ingress Protection Rating:
                IP67
              

            

            
              
                
                  
                
              
              
                Ingress Protection

              

            

          

          
            
              
                Ingress Protection testing really puts our fixtures through the ringer : sandblasting, water spray, pressure washing, submersion, etc. Rest assured your Aries is well-protected from the hazards of your grow environment.

                Dust intrusion protection

                
                  [image: Impervious to small particulates]
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                Liquid intrusion protection

                
                  [image: Can withstand 1 meter submersion for 30 minutes]
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                    GET YOUR ARIES LIGHT PLAN
                  
              
            

          

        

        

      

    

  

  
  
    
    
    
      
        
          
        
        
        
          A Full Cycle Fixture

          
            We designed the Aries with three distinct spectral modes to suit each stage of your crop’s growth cycle from vegetative, to early flower, and finishing with late flower. 
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            Spectral Output CHARTS
            Spectral Output CHARTS
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                  3 Spectral Distribution Modes
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                  Wall-Mounted Network Control
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          Fixture Control Made Simple.

          The Fohse Central Control module required to operate the Aries LED grow light. One module controls up to 100 fixtures.

            SOLD SEPARATELY.
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            Central Control Manual
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                      CONTROL UP TO 100 FIXTURES PER CONTROLLER
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                      EASY-TO-USE TAP & SWIPE INTERFACE
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                      MAKE BRIGHTNESS ADJUSTMENTS DOWN TO 30%
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                      CUSTOMIZE & AUTOMATE LIGHTING SCHEDULES
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                      SET CUSTOM SUNRISE & SUNSET PREFERENCES
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                      MAKE SPECTRUM SELECTIONS TO SUIT ALL PHASES OF GROWTH
                    

                  

                


              



              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
              
              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
                
              

            



          


        

        

      

    

      
  
  
    
  
    
    
    
      
        
          
        
        
        
          Easily Integrate With Your Environment

          Installation is simple and the learning curve with high-quality LED is short. If you’ve never cultivated under high-intensity light levels, we have a long list of cultivation experts who have had success with our fixtures standing by to coach you and your team to incredible harvests.
          




          
 
        

        

      

    
  

  
  
    
    
    
      
        
          
        
        
        
          Grow Like a Pro. Shop Fohse.

          Other light brands boast about being the best.
We won’t just tell you we’re the best. We’ll prove it.
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            Full Technical Specs
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            Frequently Asked Questions


            	
                My Aries fixture isn't functioning properly.  What should I do?

                
                  First try the old standby: disconnected both the Aries and the Central Controller from power, and then reconnect and power back up. If that does not correct the issue, open the chat helper and indicate you’d like to open a support ticket. Our technicians will respond within 24 business hours to assist you.

                

              
	
                What is the light footprint?

                
                  The Aries LED grow light is best suited for a standard 4×4 plot. Feel free to use your favorite PPFD meter to play around with the fixture’s swiveling light bars to come up with your own custom footprints.

                

              
	
                What is the recommended height / canopy distance?

                
                  We recommend finishing your flower 3-feet away from the fixture at full power on the ‘Autumn’ spectrum setting, but this variable is strain-specific and also influenced on the rest of your environment parameters (grow medium, watering method, nutrient delivery method, cooling capability, etc). The Aries was designed to give you control over your light levels without ever having to adjust the height throughout your grow cycle, but at the end of the day we recommend using your favorite PPFD meter to dial in your perfect height.

                

              
	
                Can the Aries be used in a vertical setting?

                
                  It sure can. You can use your Central Control unit to set light levels anywhere between 30% and 100% output. Using your preferred PPFD meter you’ll be able to dial in the perfect light level to suit your vertical environment.

                

              
	
                What is the plug type?

                
                  Type B, 3-pin plug. If you live in a part of the world with different socket types, we recommend picking up a plug converter from your local hardware store.

                

              
	
                Can it go in a 4x4 tent?

                
                  Absolutely! In fact, we recommend reflective walls for any size grow plot to help reduce the light-dissipating effect of the Inverse Square Law

                

              
	
                What voltage can the Aries run on?

                
                  The current configuration of the Aries is made to operate on standard 110V. It can be ran up to 277V, but that would require a DIY swap for a different plug which would void the fixture’s warranty.

                

              
	
                How many amps does it use?

                
                  5.82 Amps. (640W ÷ 110V = 5.82 Amps)

                

              
	
                How should I hang the fixture?

                
                  Hanging instructions and hardware are included with each Aries. You can download the instructions here, too.

                

              
	
                How do I clean my Aries fixture?

                
                  We recommend spraying the your fixtures down with a 2% bleach-water solution and then rinsing down with a hose. The fixture is certified IP67 so rest assured it will be safe from any water intrusion following this cleaning protocol.

                

              
	
                How many Aries fixtures can I link to my Central Control unit?

                
                  Up to 100.

                

              
	
                Does the Aries get hot?

                
                  No hotter than a sinkfull of hot dishwater.

                

              
	
                Is the Aries passively cooled or actively cooled with a fan?

                
                  The form factor of the Aries will passively dissipate heat over thousands of square inches of surface area where it can easily be wicked away by your environment’s fans.

                

              
	
                What is umol/J and why does it matter?

                
                  It reads “micromoles per Joule” and is a measurement of how efficient a grow light is at converting watts to PAR photons, or its “photosynthetic photon efficacy” (PPE). Many shady manufacturers will mislead you by saying their light is capable of high PPE figures, but will leave out the fact they load the fixture up with red diodes which are more efficient than white or blue. The Aries is currently the most efficient grow light out there with a Balanced Spectrum optimal for horticulture.

                

              
	
                Do you sell/ship to my country?

                
                  We currently ship all over the world.

                

              
	
                What is your return policy?

                
                  Our 3-year warranty covers manufacturing defects. Since grow lights depreciate with use, we cannot accept returns for any other reason. If you need to inquire about a warranty claim, please open the chat helper and indicate you’d like to open a support ticket. Our technicians will respond within 24 business hours to assist you.

                

              
	
                How can I sign up to distribute Fohse products?

                
                  We’re always looking for partners around the world to carry our state-of-the-art LED grow lights. Please fill out our contact form and indicate you are a distributor. A member from the Fohse team will respond within 24 business hours to assist you.

                

              
	
                Why are some of the leaves on my plants twisting or bleaching?

                
                  This could be a sign that your Aries is powered up too high. Try dimming the light seeing if that corrects the issue. If not, you may have other issues to investigate such as watering or nutrient protocols.

                

              
	
                Should I wear protective glasses when working under my Aries?

                
                  Yes, basic sunglasses will work. The Aries is bright and frequent, repeated exposure without protection will strain your eyes.

                

              
	
                Is it true that growing with LEDs requires slightly higher room temps than HID setups?

                
                  In most cases, absolutely. HID bulbs have a huge spike in the infrared range (manufacturers conveniently stop their spectrum charts short of the IR range) that is traditionally handled with lower room temps. The Aries does not have this inefficiency, so you’ll be able to dial back the cooling and let your room temp rise. We recommend using your preferred thermographic camera or similar instrument to ensure your leaf surface temperature (LST) is around the 82-85°F range. Any lower and photosynthesis will slow down.

                

              
	
                After a power outage will my Aries come back on?

                
                  Once power comes back on the Aries will return to whatever state it was in prior to the power outage.

                

              
	
                Should I use a surge protector with my Aries?

                
                  The Aries has two internal surge protection and line filter circuits already included inside so no surge protector is needed.
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          Our Aries model is the most powerful and efficient commercial LED grow light the world




Volume discounts apply. Price match guarantee.


Get a Quote
        

        
          [image: ]
        

      

      FOHSE is the world's leader in LED grow technology. Every light we manufacture includes patent pending technology that puts FOHSE ahead of our competition. We developed and manufactured the Aries to include our patent pending LED technology that makes FOHSE the  best grow lights for an indoor home grow.  We aim to give every client the best price on the Aries as possible while keeping the world leading power and canopy penetration for cannabis plant growth at home. When you contact our lighting experts they will identify every opportunity for cost savings on FOHSE Aries home grow lights – such as volume discounts – that will be passed along to you. Request a quote to get started. 

    

  











    

    
    
      
        ARIES Technical Specs

        Please fill out the following form to download the full technical specs

        
        
        
      

    


    
    
      
        

        
          CO 2 Requirements

          Growing under high-intensity light conditions will require you to recalibrate every aspect of your environment, and chief among that is CO2! We advise all our clients to supplement at least 1200ppm of CO2 in their environment. Keep a close eye on your plants and take detailed notes every crop cycle to find the sweet spot. CO2 gives your crop the carbon building blocks they need to build biomass, and without an adequate amount it won’t matter how much light your system throws down.

        

      

    



    

    
      
        

        
          How Much Light is Too Much?

          When you manufacture the most powerful grow light in the world, this is a question we often get. The short answer is your plants will tell you. The deeper answer is, well, it depends on what other factors in your environment are limiting your crop from fully utilizing all available light - watering schedule? Leaf surface temperature? Ambient CO2? Genetics?
For our cannabis clients, the question is actually ‘How much light can cannabis take?’ The answer to that question is, we really don’t know (click the link to listen to Dr. Bruce Bugbee’s thoughts on the matter). 
On of our clients in Michigan is really pushing their genetics to find out, and after setting back-to-back, record-breaking harvests all throughout 2020, they still haven’t found the top!
            Follow this link for a brief summary of their results over 40 harvests.

        

      

    



    
    
      
        PPFD Maps
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        Aries Grow Light
PPF Degradation

        1 "day" = 12 hours of use

        

      

    


    

    
    
      
        The Infrared Spike

        Ever notice how most spectral charts for grow lights stop around the far-red region? That's because
          extending the chart into the infrared region would show one of the biggest problems with
          plasma-burning
          light sources... an enormous spike of radiative heat!

        
          	The Aries
	1000w de hps


          
            
              

            

            
              

            

          

        

      

    


    

    
    
      
        Spectrophotocolorimeter Report
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	summer
	autumn


          
            
              

            

            
              

            

            
              

            

          

        

      

    





    
    
      
        ARIES Central Control Manual

        Please fill out the following form to download the manual

        
        
        
      

    


	

    
    
      
        ARIES Technical Specs

        Please fill out the following form to download the full technical specs

        
        
        
      

    



  

  

    

  



    
      

      

  
    

  

                
        
            Looking for consulting or professional advice? We can help!

                        RESERVE AN APPOINTMENT  

            
              
                  Call +1-888-364-7377
               For tech support and inquiries or email
              support@fohse.com
            
        
        

            	
                    Facebook
                    
                  
	
                    Twitter
                    
                  
	
                    Instagram
                    
                  
	
                    YouTube
                    
                  
	
                    Linkedin
                    
                  


            @  2024  Fohse Inc. All rights reserved.  Privacy Policy, Terms and Conditions.
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        Choosing a selection results in a full page refresh.
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